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The Kayak Stow & Go® by Kroeger Marine
Our exclusive, patented Kayak Stow & Go® is a dockside storage and launch system for
kayaks that makes accessing your kayak much safer and more enjoyable. The frame is
designed to keep the stored kayak in an angled Kayak Stow & Go® position so no rain gets
inside, and it’s stored above the water line. Options are available for canoes and paddle
boards, all of which can easily be mounted to your existing dock.

Key Features:
1

Provides quick, safe, and easy access to your
kayak from your dock

2

Step design allows for a steady platform for
getting in and out of the kayak dockside

3

Stow & Go system ties into dock frame or
spans many deck boards to prevent damage
to decking

4

Angled storage prevents rain collection

5

System keeps kayak stored above the
waterline

6

Capability to easily raise and lower in and
out of the water, with winches options also
available

7

8

9

Reversible Hoop allows for the system to be
easily set up for landward or lakeward entry
Patented, high-quality aluminum design
with stainless steel hardware and brass nuts,
all rust-resistant and available only through
Kroeger Marine
Hoop also functions as a grabrail for
additional stability when entering and
exiting

10

Also available for canoes and paddleboards

11

Ideal for all ages

12

Easy to follow installation instructions

Dimensions:
KAYAK VERSION:
- Step size: 30” x 8” (width x depth)
- Overall bracket width: approx. 34”
- Hoop dimension: 32” x 20”
- Overall horizontal dimension
deployed: 52”
- Step adjustment up to 2’ below deck
level, in 4” increments
(set with lower hoop submerged 2”)
- Max load limit: 350 lbs
CANOE VERSION:
- Hoop dimension: 40” x 28”
- Winch post: 3” x 3” x 36” height
- Max load limit: 350 lbs
OPTIONS: (at additional cost)
- Winch post: 3” x 3” x 36” height
(kayak version)

